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© Program reserving apparatus for a video tape recorder capable of receiving teletext broadcasting.

@ A program resennng apparatus of a VTR ca-

pable of receiving teletext data carries out recording

reservation of a program to be broadcasted by using

a program list out of the received teletext data.

When recording is reserved, time data of the pro-

gram to be reserved selected by an operator are

stored tn a reservation data work memory (12c) and

are displayed on the same screen as the program

list V\ftien 4 digits of numeral data other than the

time data are erroneously taken as the end time in

the reservation data work memory, the present end

time can be changed to the next time data by

operating a cursor key (1lb-1) of a remote control

transmitter (11b). Then, by operating an OK key

(lib-3) of the remotecontrol transmitter, the resen^a-

tion data in the reservation data work memory are

transferred to a reservation data memory (19).
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EP 0 420 123 A2

PROGRAM RESERVING APPARATUS FOR A VIDEO TAPE RECORDER CAPABLE OF RECEIVING TELETEXT

BROADCASTING

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Reld of the Invention

The present invention relates to a program

reserving apparatus of a video tape recorder

(hereir>after referred to as a VTR) capable of re-

ceiving teletext broadcasting, and more specifically,

to a program reserving apparatus in which reserva-

tion of video recording can be carried out by utiliz-

ing a program list, that is. infomiation such as the

date of broadcast, start time, title of the program

and so on of programs to be put on the air,

received by the VTR as a part of the teletext data.

Description of the Background Art

In a conventional VTR. various items such as

the data of broadcast, start time, end time, channel

number and so on musl be inputted one by one

through key operations to can^ out video recording

reservation. Consequently, a larger number of key

operations' have been needed for reserving record-

ing of a program, making complicated the proce-

dure, and sometimes desired programs could not

be recorded due to erroneous inputs.

Recently, various broadcasting stations have

started so-called teletext broadcasting transmitting

character information. In the teletext broadcasting,

information conresponding to characters of two

lines, for example, is multiplexed on a video signal

to be broadcasted in the form of character code

signal in accordance with internationally common

teletext standard, in the vertical blanking period of

the television video signal, and the information is

stored in a memory of a receiver. When character

information corresponding to one picture is once

stored in the memory, the information is read and

supplied superposed on tf>e video signal to a dis-

play apparatus. The teletext data, that is, the char-

acter information, is adapted to be identified by

every picture by a page number.

In the teletext broadcasting, a socatled pro-

gram list including information such as the data of

broadcast, start time, end time, title and so on of

programs to be put on the air is broadcasted as

one of the abowe described dnaracter infonmation.

A method of reserving video recording by utilizing

such a program list receiving by a VTR capable of

receiving teletext broadcasting has been proposed

and disclosed in. for example. German Patent Pub-

lication No. 3.335.082.
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In this method, information such as the date of

broadcast and the start time, which is the content

of the program list is displayed as character in-

formation on a screen of a display apparatus con-

nected to the VTR. An operator designates a de-

sired program by means of a cursor or the like

while monitoring the displayed character informa-

tion, so as to reserve recording of a desired pro-

gram by taking the data necessary for reserving

video recording into a reservation data memory of

the VTR. By this method, the number of key oper-

ations necessary for reserving recording of a pro-

gram can be significantly reduced and, in addition,

erroneous inputs can be prevented, since the de-

sired program can be reserved while monitoring

the titles of the programs displayed on the screen.

Now, in West Germany, a display format of the

time of the program list is fixed. Therefore, when

the time information is to be taken for reserving

recording of a program, the time data have only to

be recognized in accordance with the fixed format

on the side of the receiver (VTR).

However, except for West Germany, there is

-no standardized display format of the time con-

stituting the program list to be broadcasted on the

teletext broadcasting. For example, one station dis-

plays the time 15 minutes past 10 as "10:15" and

another station displays as "1015". There are var-

ious and many display formats of time.

Therefore, the conventional method of reserv-

ing video recording of VTR in which time is recog-

nized in accordance with tiie fixed format can not

correspond to the various and many display for-

mats of time. When a program list displayed in a

different format and not in the predetermined fixed

format is received, the display of time may r^ot be

properiy recognized, and numerals which are not

the display of time may be erroneously recognized

as time.

A VTR capable of correctly recognizing time to

utilize tiie same for recording reservation no matter

what display format of time is used in the program

list transmitted by teletext broadcasting has been

proposed, which is disclosed in European Patent

Application 89120792.0 filed on November 9. 1989

by Uie applicant of the present application.

However, even if the time data displayed in

various snd many tinrte display formats can be

decoded by the above mentioned method, the VTR

can not determine whether or not the actually de-

coded numerals of 4 digits the correct time data.

More specificatly. any numeral data of 4 digits niay

tie recognized as time to be taken in VTR as

reservation data, even if the data are the numeral
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information which are nol related to the time.

For example. Fig. 1A shows one example of a

program list displayed on a screen of a display

apparatus by teletext broadcasting in which nu-

merals "1015", "1030" sand "1100" on the left 5

side are start tinne of broadcasting, and the titles of

programs and various information related to the

content of the programs (for example, telephone

number for inquiry) are displayed on the right side

of the respective start time. A program to be re- io

served is selected by an operator by moving up-

ward or downward a cursor existing between the

start time and the title of the program. Reservation

data such as date, start time, end time and so on

of the selected program are displayed for confirma- rs

tion on a frame 200 on an upper end of the screen.

Now, when a program "NEWS" fisted at the top erf

the program list is selected for reservation, the

numeral data of 4 digits "1015" are properly taken

as the start time. However, since numeral data of 4 20

digits "1020" which Is part of a telephone number

exist before the next time data "1030" as indicated

by the reference numeral 100, the VTR decodes

the part of the telephone numfc)er, en-oneously rec-

ognizes the same as lime data and takes the data 26

as the end time data. Since the taken reservation

data are displayed in the frame on the upper end

of the screen as shown in Fig. 1 A. the operator can

find that the telephone number has been errone-

ously taken as the end time. 30

However, in a conventional program resen/ation

apparatus of a VTR, there is no method for directly

and immediately correcting the erroneously taken

end time data. The correction has l^een done in the

following manner. as

Namely, after the reservation data are taken in

the VTR by selecting a program to be reserved by

means of a cursor as shown in Fig. 1 A, an OK key

of a remote control transmitter, for example, is

operated to display a picture dedicated for record- 40

ing reservation such as shown in Rg. IB on the

screen of the display apparatus. In this picture, a

list of reservation data which have been taken so

far is displayed. Correction and addition of the

contents must be done by moving a cursor of Fig. 45

IB to specify a position on the screen, and by

operating numeric keys of the remote control trans-

mitter or the like. After the list of Rg. IB is "cor-

rectly filled and the OK key of the remote control

transmitter is operated again, the contents of the so

program reservation are established.

As described above, if the reserved data can

not be corrected at the stage of Rg. lA, correction

must be done by using numeric keys in the stage

shown In Fig. IB. increasing the numt>er of key 55

operations by the operator.

In addition, if recording reservation is done by

using the program list shown in Rg. 1A. the pro-
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grams must be reserved one by one by using the

cursor. Therefore, if a plurality of programs are to

be reserved continuously, the first program is se-

lected by using the program list of Rg. 1A, the

resen^ation dedicated picture of Fig. IB is dis-

played by operating the OK key, and the end time

of the program must be corrected to the end time

of the last program to be continuously recorded by

operating the numeric key. Othenvise the programs

must be selected one by one by using the program

list of Rg. 1A. the OK key must be pressed every

time the program is selected and the pressing

must be repeated for the necessary number of

times. When a plurality of programs are to be

continuously reserved for recordir^g, number of key

operations of the operator is very much increased,

since correction of the end lime of the first pro-

gram can not be done at the stage of Rg. 1A.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

Therefore, an object of the present invention is

to provide a program reserving apparatus of a VTR

in which broadcasting end time data once taken in

the VTR as reservation data from a program list of

a teletext broadcasting can be corrected or

changed by a simple operation.

Briefly stated, the present invention is a pro-

gram reservation apparatus of a video tape re-

corder capable of receiving teletext data transmit-

ted multiplexed on television vkJeo signal in a verti-

cal blanking period, which apparatus is capable of

taking at least time data related to a program to be

put on the air to use the same for recording res-

ervation of the program to be put on the air out of

the reserved teletext data, the time data including

at least the broadcasting start time and the broad-

casting end time. The program reserving apparatus

comprises a key input apparatus including a key

for inslaicting recording reservation, a teletext con-

trolling portion for extracting and decoding reserva-

tion data including at least time data out of the

teletext data, and a first memory for storing the

extracted and decoded time data. The teletext con-

trolling portion extracts from the first memory the

time data related to the programs to be put on the

air to be reserved, program by program, in re-

sponse to an instruction from the key input appara-

tus. The program reserving apparatus further com-

prises a second memory for storing, program by

program, the time data related to the programs to

be put on the air which are to be reserved for

recording, extracted from the first memory by the

teletext controlling portion, and a third memory

storing time data related to all of the programs to

be put on the ar which are to be reserved for

recording. The tetetext controlling portion extracts

3
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the time data stored in the second memory to

transfer the same to the third memory in response

to an instruction from the key Input apparatus, and

the teletext controlling portion changes the broad-

casting end time out of the time data stored in the

second memory by a key operation for instructing

recording reservation of the key input apparatus.

Therefore, the present invention has the follow-

ing advantages. Namely, when the end time of the

recording reservation data is to be corrected or

changed, it Is not necessary to use numeric keys

of the key input apparatus, the end time can be

corrected or changed very easily only by operating

one cursor key of a remote control transmitter, lor

example, and accordingly troublesome operations

for recording reservation can be significantly re-

duced.

The foregoing and other objects, features, as-

pects and advantages of the present invention will

become more apparent from the following detailed

description of the present invention when taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Rg. 1A is a schematic diagram showing an

example of a program list displayed on a screen

of a display apparatus by teletext broadcasting,

and Fig. 1 B is a schematic diagram showing a

reservation dedicated picture of a VTR.

Fig. 2 is a schematic block diagram showing a

VTR in accordance with one emt>odiment of the

present invention.

Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing a program

reservation apparatus included in the VTR
shown in Rg. 2.

Rg. 4 is a flow chart showing classifying opera-

tion of the time data of the program reserving

apparatus shown in Rg. 3.

Rg. 5 is a flow chart showing operation of de-

coding time data of the program reserving ap-

paratus shown in Rg. 3.

Rgs. 6A and 6B schematically show operations

of classifrcation and decoding shown in Rgs. 4

and 5.

Rg. 7 is a flow chart showing operation of

changing broadcasting end time in accordance

with one emtjodiment of the present invention.

Rg. 8 is a flow chart showing the details of the

step S200 of Rg. 7.

Rg. 9 is a flow chart showing the details of the

step 8600 of Rg. 7.

Rg. 10 schematically shows display on the

screen in the operation of Rg. 7.

Fig. 11 is a plan view of a remote control

transmitter.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-

MENTS

The whole structure of a VTR including a pro-

5 gram reserving apparatus in accordance with one

embodiment 'of the present invention will be de-

scribed with reference to Fig. 2. Refening to Rg. 2,

a broadcasting signal captured by an antenna 1 is

selected for reception by a tuner 2 to be applied to

10 an intermediate frequency and detecting circuit

(hereinafter referred to as an IF»DET) 3. The chan-

nel selecting operation of the tuner 2 is controlled

by a signal from a channel selecting circuit 16,

which will be described later. The output from the

75 IF«DET 3 Is applied to a video signal processing

circuit 4, a teletext signal extracting circuit 8 and a

VPS (Video Program System) signal extracting cir-

cuit 14.

A video signal b processed by the video signal

so processing circuit 4 is applied to a display switch-

ing circuit 5 whose switching is controlled by a

switching signal a from a teletext controlling portion

6, which will be desaibed later, constituted by a

microcomputer.

25 A teletext signal (coded character information)

multiplexed In the vertical blanking period is ex-

tracted by a teletext signal extracting circuit 8 out

of the video signal outputted from the IF«DET 3 to

be applied to a page selecting circuit 9. The page

30 selecting circuit 9 extracts data of the page number

previously designated by the teletext controlling

portion 6 out of the extracted teletext signal to

apply the same to a picture data memory 10. In the

picture data memory 10, the pfcture data of the

35 specified page number selected by the page se-

lecting circuit 9 is written in accordance with a

control signal from the teletext controlling portion 6.

The data written in the picture data memory 10 is

read in accordance with a control signal from the

40 teletext controlling portion 6 to be applied to a

character generator 7. The character generator 7

converts the received teletext signal into a char-

acter signal c to apply the same to a display

switching circuit 5. The teletext signal extracting

45 circuit 8. the page selecting circuit 9 and the char-

acter generator 7 constitute a teletext decoder 21

.

The display switching circuit 5 selects either

the video signal b from the video signal processing

circuit 4 or the character signal c from the char-

so acter generator 7 to output the same in accordance

with a switching signal a from the teletext control-

ling portion 6.

As descril>ed at>ove. the teletext controlling

portion 6 controls display of the screen by sending

55 instruction to the page selecting circuit 9 and to the

display switching circuit 5 and carries out various

functions for reserving video recording. These func-

tions will be descrit>ed In more ctetail later.

4
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A key input portion 1 1 is operated by a user,

arid the teletext controlling portion 6 carries out

processes corresponding to the key operation, A

work memory 12 is used during processes for

reserving video recording of programs by the

teletext controlling portion 6. the details of which

will be described later.

The reservation of video recording of a pro-

gram by the teletext controlling portion 6 will be

briefly descrit>ed in the following. First, by the

operation of the key input portion 11 by a user, a

picture of a prescribed page number of the teletext

data, thai is, the program list, is displayed on a

screen of a display apparatus (not shown). The

user further operates the key input portion- 11
.
to

move a cursor on the screen to select a desired

program, and operates a video recording reserva-

tion key (OK key) included in the key input portion

11. The teletext controlling portion 6 writes pro-

gram reservation data corresponding to the se-

lected program to a reservation data memory 19.

Writing of the program reservation data to the

memory 19 will be described in detail later.

The reservation data written in the reservation

data memory 19 is read by a timer reservation

controlling portion 13 fomned of a microcomputer.

Meanwhile, the VPS signal multiplexed only in

a specified vertical blanking period is extracted by

the VPS signal extracting circuit 14 from the video

signal outputted from the IF»OET 3 to be applied

to the tamer reservation controlling portion 13. The

VPS signal is used for controlling the start lime, the

end lime and the like of the program reserved in

the VTR from the side of broadcasting station,

when the start time, the end time or the like of the

program is changed. Time data from a clock circuit

1 5 is also applied to the timer reservation control-

ling portion 13. The timer reservalton controlling

portion 13 compares the time data with the res-

ervation data or. when there is a VPS signal, the

VPS Signal with the reservation data. When both

data match with each other, the controlling portion

13 controls the channel selecting circuit 16 to have

the tuner 2 select a prescribed program, and ap-

plies a video recording instruction to a system

controller 17. tJpon reception of the video recording

instruction, the system controller 17 controls a re-

cording circuit 18 correspondingly, to start video

recording operation, when the video recording is

completed at the end time, the program reservation

data written in the reservation data memory 19 is

erased. The above described timer reservation

controlling portion 13. the VPS signal extracting

circuit 14. the clock circuit 15. the channel select-

ing circuit 16 and the system controller 17 cor>-

sd'tute a VTR controlling portion 20. In nomrwJ op-

eration, the system controller 17 carries out various

operations of the VTR that is. reproduction, fast

forwarding, rewinding, stopping and the like in ac-

cordance with the input through the key input por-

tion 11-

Details of the mein portions of the VTR shown

5 in Rg. 2 will be described with reference to Fig. 3.

Refemng to Fig. 3, the key input portion 11 of Fig.

2 comprises a keyboard lla provided on the body

of the VTR, a remote control transmitter lib and

an input controlRng circuit 11c. Instructions inputted

TO through the key board lla or through the remote

control transmitter lib are converted into common

code signals by the input controlling circuit 11c to

be applied to the teletext controlling portion 6. The

teletext controlling portion 6 canries out reservation

;5 of video recording by writing the program reserva-

tion data to the reservation data memory 19. based

on a signal from the input controlling circuit 11c. In

the embodiment shown in Fig. 3, the data of date

"May 3", data of the start time "lOilS"* and data of

20 the end time "lOrSO" are stored in the reservation

data memory 19, and the reservation video record-

ing is carried out by the VTR in accordance with

the reservation data.

More specifically, the VTR is set in a teletext

25 receiving mode by a prescribed operation of the

keyboard lla or the remote control transmitter lib.

Namely, codes related to the teletext control are

applied from the input controlling circuit 11c to the

teletext controlling circuit Sa in the teletext control-

30 ling portion 6. and Ihe teletext controlling circuit 6a

supplies commands CO to the teletext decoder 21

to have the teletext decoder 21 carry out teletext

processing corresponding to the given code, for

example, designation of page number.

35 The teletext decoder 21 extracts a teletext sig-

nal multiplexed in . the vertical blanking period of

the video signal from the IF«DET 3 of Fig. 2 in

accordance with the command CO transmitted

from the teletext controinng circuit 6a and applies

40 the same to the picture data memory 10. The

teletext signal once stored in the memory 10 is

read to One teletext decoder 21. and it is converted

into a character signal c by the teletext decoder 21

to be outputted. The teletext controlling circuit 6a is

45 adapted to directly read the content of the picture

data memory 10.

When an instruction to carry out reservation of

video recording using the program list is inputted

to the teletext controlling drcuit Ba by the operation

50 of the keyboard 1 la or the remote control transmit-,

ter lib, the teletext controlling circuit 6a directiy

reads the content of the picture data memory 10 to

apply the same to the group classifying circuit 6b.

The group classifying drcuil 6b reads the codes of

55 the applied character data one by one successively

and detenmines the type of the character (for ex-

ample, numerals, alphabets and so on). When

there are continues characters of the same type.

5
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the circuit classifies these characters as one group.

The group classifying circuit 6b successively clas-

sifies a plurality of characters read from the mem-

ory 10 into a plurality of types of character groups,

with the results stored in a group table memory

12a constituting the work memory 12. For example,

when the character data read from the picture data

memory 10 is "10:15 NEWS", the group classify-

ing circuit 6b carries out classifying operation such

as shown in the group table memory 12a of Rg. 3.

Such classification can be realized in software by

constituting the group classifying circuit 6b with

microcomputers.

The classifying operation wiil be described with

reference to the flow chart of Rg. 4. In step Si, the

group classifying circuit 6b forms a group of char-

acters of a first type. In this embodiment, the

character data read from the picture data memory

10 is "10:15 NEWS". Therefore, the first character

is "1 Accordingly, the first character group Is the

group of numerals.

In the step S2, whether or not the next char-

acter is of the same type as the preceding char-

acter is determined. In this case, the next character

is "0" and therefore it is the same type as the

preceding character. Accordingly, the character "0"

is added to the preceding group (numeral group) in

the next step S3. In step S4, whether or not all the

content in the picture data memory 10 are read is

determined. In this example, the answer is no, so

that the program returns to the step S2.

In this step S2. whether or not the next char-

acter is of the same type as the preceding one is

detennnined.

In this case, the character is ":". which is not a

numeral but a separator. It is a character of a

different type, so that a new group (separator

group) is formed in the step S5 in which the

character is included. When it Is detennnined in

the step S4 that the repetitious classifying opera-

tion is earned out on every character data read

from the picture data memory 10, then the group

classifying circuit 6b finishes the classifying opera-

tion.

The data stored in the group table memory 12a

in this manner is successively read by the time

decoding circuit 6c of the teletext controlling por-

tion 6. The time decoding circuit 6c decodes the

time data from the read data based on the arrange-

ment of the character group indicating numerals.

Namely, no matter whether the display format of

time is "10:15" or "lOIS",. the time can be cor-

rectly decoded by this operation. The decoding

operation can be reafized in software by constitut-

ing the time decoding circuit 6c with microcom-

puters.

The decoding operation will be described with

reference to the flow chart of Rg. 5 and schematic

123 A2 10

diagrams of Rgs. 6A and 6B.

When the time data is applied in the form of

"10:15" as descritjed above (Rg. 6A), whether or

not the first character group is a numeral group is

5 determined in the step S11. If it is determined in

the step S11 that the first character group is a

numeral group of "lO**, then whether or not the

numeral group is consisted of two digits is deter-

mined In the next step SI 2. Since the numeral

70 group "10" contains t.vo digits, the program pro-

ceeds to the next step Si 3 in which whether or not

the next group is a separator group is determined.

Since ":" is a separator group, the program pro-

ceeds to the next step SI 4 in which whether or not

;5 the second character group is a numeral group is

determined. Since the second character group is a

numeral group of "15", the program proceeds to

the next step SI 5.

In the step 815, whether or not the data

20 "10:15" is proper as the time data is determined.

For example, the data "37:11" is apparently wrong

as a time display of 24 hours. In such a case, the

data is not regarded as the time data. Since the

data "10:15" in this embodiment is determined

25 acceptable as the time display, the time data are

extracted as the data indicating "15 minutes past

ten" in the step SI 6 and they are stored in the

time data memory 12b constituting the work mem-

ory 12.

30 In the step SI 7, whether or not the decoding

operation is done on every content in the group

table memory 12a is determined. If the decoding

operation has not yet been completed, the program

returns to the step S11. When it is determined in

35 the step S17 that decoding is done for all the

contents in the group table memory 12a, then the

time decoding circuit 6c finishes the above de-

scribed decoding operation.

When the time data is applied in the form of

40 "1015" as shown in Rg. 6B, it is determined in the

step S12 that the number of digife in the numeral

group Is not 2. and the program proceeds to the

step SIB. In the step SI 8. whether or not the

numt>er of digits is 4 is determined. In this case,

46 since the numeral group contains 4 digits of

"1015", the program proceeds to the step SI 5. If

the number of digits is not 4 in the step SI 8, the

program proceeds to the step SI 7.

If is determined in the step SI5 that data

50 "1015" is proper as the time data, then the data is

extracted as the time data indfcating "15 minutes

past 10" in the next step SI 6 to be stored in the

time data memory 12b.

As a result of such decoding operation, time

56 data of the program selected by the cursor opera-

tion by an operator as shown in Rg. 1A are auto-

maticafly taken as the recording reservation data

out of the data stored in the time data memory 12b

6
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to be stored in the reservation data work memory

12c constituting the work memory 12. The contents

thereof are displayed for confirmation In the frame

at the uppermost portion of the same screen as the

program list, as shown in Fig. 1A. The reservation

data of the selected program are transferred to a

reservation data memory 19 to be stored therein by

an operation of a reservation button by the oper-

ator, if no correction is needed.

However, as described before, in the ab-

ovedescribed VTR, when 4 digits of numeral data

which are not the time are included in the program

list, the data may be erroneously decoded as the

time data to be stored in the reservation data work

memory 12c.

The present invention is provided for easily

correcting, when 4 digits of numeral data other than

the actual time data (for example **1020" of Fig.

1A) are erroneously stored in the reservation data

work memory 12c, the erroneous data in the stage

before transferring the same to the reservation data

memory 19.

More specifically, in accordance with an em-

bodiment of the present invention described below,

the teletext controlling circuit 6a changes the time

data "1020" stored as the end time in the reserva-

tion data work memory 12c to the next time data

"1030" of Fig. 1A and corrects the end time dis-

play of the reserved data displayed on the upper

end of the screen correspondingly at the same

time, by operating one of the cursor keys 1 1 b-1 of

a remote control transmitter lib shown in Fig. 11,

for example (or one of the cursor keys of the

keyboard lla on the body of the VTR).

Rg. 7 is a ftow chart showing the time correct-

ing operation in accordance with the emlwdiment

of the present invention, and Fig. 10 schematically

shows change of the end time display on the

screen corresponding to the correcting operation.

When a VPT (Video Programming by Teletext)

key 11b-2 of the remote control transmitter lib is

operated, the VTR is set in a teletext receiving

mode, enabling reception of the teletext broadcast-

ing. When recording reservation using a program

fist is instructed by operations of various keys on

the remote control transmitter lib, classification of

picture data stored in the picture data memory 10

and decoding of time data based on the classified

data are can-ted out in the step SI00 of Fig. 7, and

the results are stored in the time data memory 12b.

Namely, the step S100 conresponds to the classify-

ing operation of the time data sfwwn in the steps

SI to S5 of Fig. 4 and to the decoding operation of

the time data shown in the steps S1 1 to S18 of Rg.

5. and therefore the description thereof is not re-

peated. Although not descrit)ed herein, the date

data decoded by Vhe similar method are stored in a

date data memory (not shown) which is a part of

the work memory 12.

Then, in the step S200, data related to the

program selected by the operator are stored in the

reservation data work memory 12c as the reserva-

5 tion data, out of the time data and the date data

stored in the work memory (time data memory 12b

and the date data memory, not shown).

Rg. 8 is a flow chart showing the details of the

step S200 of Rg. 7. Refem'ng to Fig. 8. the date

10 data of the selected program out of the data de-

coded by the teletext controlling portion 6 and

stored in the work memory 12 are stored in the

reservation data work memory 12c (step S201).

and the start time data of the program are stored in

rs the reservation data work memory 12c (step S202).

Then, in the step S203, whether or not the time

data next to the above start time is larger than the

start time or rK>t is determined. If it is larger, the

program proceeds to the step S204. In the exam-

20 pie of Rg. 10, the lime data "1020" next to the

start time "1015" is larger than the start time

"1015", so that the program proceeds to the step

S204. Then, in the step S204. whether or not the

time data next to the above start time is smaller

25 than the time data second next to the start time is

determined. If it is smaller, the program proceeds

to the step S205 and the time data next to the start

time are stored in the reservation data work mem-

ory 12c as the end time. In the example of Fig. 10.

30 the time data "1020" next to the start time "lOIS**

is smaller than the second next data "1030". so

that the time data "1020" are stored in the reserva-

tion data work memory 12c as the end time in the

step S205.

35 Meanwhile, if it is determined that the time data

next to the start time rs smaller than the start time

"1015" (for example "0624") in the step S203 or it

is determined that the time data next to the start

time is larger than the second next time ,data

40 "1030" (for example "1100") in the step S204, the

data are not recognized as the end time, and the

program proceeds to the step S206. The succeed-

ing time data "1100" are taken out, and the deter-

minations of the steps S203 and 8204 are repeated

45 by using the data.

Consequently, if four digits of a telephone

number "0624" or "1100" are erroneously taken as

the next time data, it is determined that the data

are not the end time in the steps S203 and S204.

50 and accordingly the data are not stored in the

reservation data work memory 12c. However, if four

digits of a telephone number "1020" is erroneously

taken as the next time data, the data satisfies the

conditk>ns of the steps S203 and S204. that is.

55 start time "1015" < next time data "1020" < sec-

ond next time data "1030", so that the data "1020"

are stored in ttie reservation data work memory

I2c as they are.
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Returning to Fig. 7. in the step S300, the data

stored in the reservation data work memory 12c as

descrifc>ed above are displayed on the same screen

as the program list, as shown in Fig. 10 (a). Then,

in the step S400. the teletext controlling portion 6

waits for a key input from the remote control trans-

mitter 11b or from the key board 11a In the step

S500, when there is a key Input from the remote

control transmitter 11b or from the key board 11c.

it is determined whether or not the key input is by

an operation of a cursor key (for example 1 1 b-1 of

Fig. 11), that is. whether or not it is an input to

change the end time. If so. the program proceeds

to the step S600. in which the end time "1020" is

changed to the next time "1030" as shown In Fig.

10(b).

Fig. 9 is a flow chart showing the details of the

step S600 of Fig. 7. In the step S601 of Fig. 9.

whether or not the time data next to the present

end time is larger than the time data of the present

end data is determined. If it is larger, the program

proceeds to the step S602. In the example of Fig.

10. the time data "1030" next to the present end

time "1020" is larger than the present end time

"1020*. so that the program proceeds to tfte step

S602. In the step S602, whether or not the time

data next to the present end time is smaller than

the time data second next to the present end time

is determined. If it is smaller, the program pro-

ceeds to tJne step S603, in which the time data next

to the present end time are stored in the reserva-

tion data work memory 12c as the new end time. In

the example of Fig. 10. the time data "1030" next

to the present end time "1020" are smaller than

the time data "1100" second next to the present

end time, so that the time data "1030" are stored

as the new end time in the reservation data work

memory 12c in the step S603.

Meanwhile, if it is determined rn the step S601

that \he time data next to the present end time is

smaller than the present end time "1020" (for ex-

ample "1000"). or if it is detemnined in the step

S602 that the time data next to the present end

time Is larger than the second next time data

"1100" (for example "1200"). then the data are not

regarded as the new end time, and the program

proceeds to the step S604. The next time data

"1100" are taken, and determinations of the steps

S601 and 602 are repeated by using the data.

As described above, when the present end

time is replaced by the next time data in the step

S600. the program returns to the step S300 of Rg.

7. in which the new end time stored in the re^rva-

tion data memory 12c in the above described man-

ner is displayed on the same screen as the pro-

gram list as shown In Rg. 10 (b) (or Rg. 10 (c)).

Then, in the step S500 of Fig. 7. if it is deter-

mined that the key input from the remote control

transmitter lib or from the key board 11a is not for

changing the end time, the program proceeds to

the step S700. in which whether or not the key

input is for establishing the resen/atlon data is

5 determined. If the key input is to establish the

reservation data (for example, pressing of the OK
key 11b-3 of the remote control transmitter lib

(Rg. 11)). the teletext controlling portion 6 estab-

lishes the reservation data, and transfers the con-

10 tents in the reservation data work memory 12c to

the reservation data memory 19. Reservation of

recording is thus completed.

Although conrection of end time when numeral

data other tiian the time included in the program

75 list are erroneously taken as the end time has been

described in the above embodiment, it goes with-

out saying that the present invention can be ap-

plied when the end time of the first program of

reservation is to be corrected (put off) so as to

20 record continuous programs.

As described, above, according to tiie embodi-

ment of the present invention, when end time of

recording reservation data is to be corrected or

changed. It is not necessary to use numeric keys

25 of tiie remote control transmitter or the key board

on the VTR body, and conrection or change of tiie

end time can be done very easily by operating

only one key (for example a cursor key) of the

remote control transmitter or the key board, result-

30 ing in significant reduction in time and labor of

recording reservation operation.

Although the present invention has been de-

scribed and illustrated in detail, it Is clearly under-

stood that the same is by way of Illustration and

35 example only and is not to be taken by way of

limitation, the spirit and scope of the present inven-

tion being limited only by the terms of the appen-

ded claims.

40

Claims

1. A program reserving apparatus in a video tape

recorder capable of receiving teletext data transmit-

45 ted multiplexed in a vertical blanking period of

television video signals, said program reserving

apparatus being capable of taking at least time

data related to a program to be put on the air out

of said received teletext data to utilize the same for

so recording reservation of said program to be put on

ti^e air. said time data Including at least broadcast-

ing start time and broadcasting end time, sad

program reserving apparatus comprising: key input

means (11) including a key for rnstoicting recording

55 reservation; teletext control means (21. 10. 6. 12a)

for extracting and decoding reservation data includ-

ing at least said time data out of s^d teletext data;

and first storing means (12b) for storing said ex-

8
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tracted and decoded time data, said teletext con-

trolling means extracting time data related to pro-

grams to be put on the air to be reserved for

recording, program by program, from said first

storing means in response to an instruction from

said key input means; said program reserving ap-

paratus further comprising: second storing means

(12c) for storing, program by program, the time

data related to the programs to be put on the air to

be reserved for recording extracted from said first

storing means by said teletext controlling means;

and third storing means (19) for storing time data

related to all the programs to be put on the air to

be reserved for recording, said teletext controlling

means extracting the time data stored in said sec-

ond storing means to transfer the same to said

third storing means in response to the instruction

from said key input means; wherein

said teletext controlling means changes broadcast-

ing end time out of the time data stored in said

second storing means by an operation of sakJ key

for instructing recording reservation out of said key

input means.

2. A program reserving apparatus according to

claim 1 , wherein

said teletext controlling means comprises:

teletext decoder means (21) for extracting reserva-

tion data including at least said time data out of

said teletext data;

picture data memory (10) for holding said reserva-

tion data extracted by said teletext decoder means;

classifying means (6b. 12a) for classifying figures

constituting time data out of the reservation data

stored in said picture data memory;

decoding means (6c) for decoding said classified

time data: and

a teletext controlling circuit (6c) for controlling op-

erations of said teletext decoder means, said pic-

ture data memory, said classifying means and said

decoding means.

3. A program reserving apparatus according to

claim 1 , wherein

said key for instructing recording reservation is a

cursor key (I1b-1) of a remote control transmitter

(lib).

4. A program reserving apparatus according to

claim 3, wherein

said broadcasting end time is changed by one

operation of said cursor key.

5. A program reserving apparatus according to

daim 1. wherein

said key for instructing recording reservation is a

cursor key of a key board (I1a) provided on said

video tape recorder.

6. A program reserving apparatus according to

claim 5. wherein

said broadcasting time is changed by one opera-

tion o1 said cursor key.

7. A program reserving apparatus according to

claim 1, wherein

said teletext controlling means further comprises

means for displaying the time data stored in the

5 second storing means (12c) on a screen of a

display apparatus.

8. A program reserving apparatus according to

claim 1 . wherein

said teletext contrdiing means transfers time data

TO next to the broadcasting start time to said second

storing means as end time of the program to be

put on the air, when the broadcasting start time of

the program to be put on the air to be reserved for

recording, the time data next thereto and the time

J5 data second next thereto, read from said Jirst stor-

ing means, satisfy the following relation:

broadcasting start time < next time data < second

next time data.

9. A program reserving apparatus according to

20 claim 1 , wherein

said teletext controlling means transfers the time

data next to the present end time to said second

storing means as the end time of the program to

be put on the air. only when the present end time •

25 stored in said second storing means, and the next

time data and the second next time data read from

said first storing means satisfy the following rela-

tion:

the present end time < the next time data <

30 second next time data.

35

40

45

50

55

9
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FIG.1A

POS DATE START STOP
01 03.05 10:15 10:20

1015 0 NEWS 03-212 -1020

1030 MUSIC SHOW

1100 MOVIE

FIG.1B

POS DATE START STOP

01 S 03.05 10 : 15 10 : 20

02 03 . 05 12 : 30 13 : 00

03 03 . 06 11 : 00 11 : 30
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F1G.6A FIG.6B

PICTURE
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10 NUMERAL

SEfWlATOR
MARK

15 NUMERAL
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1015 NUMERAL

15 MINS PAST 10 15 MINS PAST 10
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FI6.7
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FIG. 8

START

S20I
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FIG.

9
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FIG .10

(a)

POS DATE START STOP
01 03.05 10:15 10:20

1015 BNEWS 03-212 -1020

103(> MUSIC SHOW

1100 MOVIE

START TIME: 10:15

END TIME: 10:20

\7
KEY INPUT FOR
CHANGING
END TIME

(b)

POS DATE START STOP
01 03.05 10:15 10:30

1015 a NEWS 03-212-1020

1030 MUSIC SHOW

1100 MOVIE
START TIME: 10: 15

END TIME: 10:30

\7
KEY INPUT FOR
CHANGING
END TIME

(c)

POS DATE START STOP

01 03.05 10:15 11:00

1015 BNEWS 03-212-1020

1030 MUSIC SHOW

1100 MOVIE

START TIME:10:15

END TIME: 11:00
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FIG.11

L 'lib

1 2 3 <

5 S
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